KKCA Infant Supply List
Please label all supplies with first and last name anytime you bring
supplies for your child to avoid mix-ups.













3 complete changes of clothing
Pacifier (if your child prefers one)
Two bottles that can be left at school to be washed/sanitized
Bottle liners (if your bottle brand uses them)
Diapers
Wipes (wipes are pooled together for all daycare children’s use. If your
child needs sensitive wipes, they will be used only for your child).
Formula/Breastmilk (Whole container of formula or enough breastmilk for
their daily needs plus atleast 2-3 extra pouches of stored breastmilk that we
can keep frozen in the event of an emergency)
Jarred baby foods (when ready and enough for their daily needs)
Baby cereal (when ready and enough for their daily needs)
Diaper cream
Sleep sack (if your child prefers one)

Due to safe-sleep requirements for DHS the following items are
not allowed:
 Pacifiers on a tether, blankets of any type, Wub-a-Nub Pacifiers, stuffed
animals. Please don’t bring these to the infant class.
Other items not needed:
 Crib sheet (we use our own and wash them weekly or sooner if soiled)
Inventory of infant supplies is taken every Thursday and you will receive a
message via Class Dojo for more supplies if:
-Formula is half a can or less,
-Diapers are 30 or less
-Pacifier/bottle nipples are damaged
-Less than one change of clothing

KKCA Toddler Supply List
Please label all supplies with first and last name anytime you bring
supplies for your child to avoid mix-ups.
 3 complete changes of clothing
 Diapers
 Wipes (wipes are pooled together for all daycare children’s use. If your
child needs sensitive wipes, they will be used only for your child).
 Diaper cream
 Sunscreen
 Crib-sized fitted sheet (sent home each Friday to wash and return on Mon)
 Small blanket (sent home each Friday to wash and return on Mon)
 Small toddler-sized backpack
Other items not needed:
 Bottles aren’t allowed once a child promotes to the toddler class.
 Sippy cups (we use our own and each child gets a new, clean cup at each
meal)
 Pacifiers (verbal communication is emphasized and taught in our tods,
pacifiers limit their ability to practice their speech. Strong communication
and speech skills assist with addressing behavioral concerns that develop
from lack of vocabulary such a biting/kicking/pushing/hitting/hairpulling) *If necessary for rest, a pacifier can be used for rest time only in
the toddler class*
Inventory of toddler supplies is taken every Thursday and you
will receive a message via Class Dojo for more supplies if:
-Diapers are 30 or less
-Less than one change of clothing

KKCA Two’s Supply List
Please label all supplies with first and last name anytime you bring
supplies for your child to avoid mix-ups.
 3 complete changes of clothing including one pair of extra shoes or 5
complete changes of clothing if potty-training.
 Diapers/pull ups/underwear
 Wipes (wipes are pooled together for all daycare children’s use. If your
child needs sensitive wipes, they will be used only for your child).
 Diaper cream
 Sunscreen
 Crib-sized fitted sheet (sent home each Friday to wash and return on Mon)
 Small blanket (sent home each Friday to wash and return on Mon)
 Small toddler-sized backpack/tote
Other items not needed:
 Sippy cups (we use our own and each child gets a new, clean cup at each
meal)
 Pacifiers (verbal communication is emphasized and taught in our twos’s,
pacifiers limit their ability to practice their speech. Strong communication
and speech skills assist with addressing behavioral concerns that develop
from lack of vocabulary such a biting/kicking/pushing/hitting/hairpulling)
Inventory of toddler supplies is taken every Thursday and you
will receive a message via Class Dojo for more supplies if:
-Diapers are 30 or less
-Less than one change of clothing.

